Abstract: Shortest-path network interdiction, where a defender strategically allocates interdiction resource on the arcs or nodes in a network and an attacker traverses the capacitated network along a shortest s-t path from a source to a terminus, is an important research problem with potential real-world impact. In this paper, based on game-theoretic methodologies, we consider a novel stochastic extension of the shortest-path network interdiction problem with goal threshold, abbreviated as SSPIT. The attacker attempts to minimize the length of the shortest path, while the defender attempts to force it to exceed a specific threshold with the least resource consumption. In our model, threshold constraint is introduced as a trade-off between utility maximization and resource consumption, and stochastic cases with some known probability p of successful interdiction are considered. Existing algorithms do not perform well when dealing with threshold and stochastic constraints. To address the NP-hard problem, SSPIT-D, a decomposition approach based on Benders decomposition, was adopted. To optimize the master problem and subproblem iteration, an efficient dual subgraph interdiction algorithm SSPIT-S and a local research based better-response algorithm SSPIT-DL were designed, adding to the SSPIT-D. Numerical experiments on networks of different sizes and attributes were used to illustrate and validate the decomposition approach. The results showed that the dual subgraph and better-response procedure can significantly improve the efficiency and scalability of the decomposition algorithm. In addition, the improved enhancement algorithms are less sensitive and robust to parameters. Furthermore, the application in a real-world road network demonstrates the scalability of our decomposition approach.
artificial intelligence, and operations research. Usually, it involves two players who compete in a special case of a Stackelberg min-max or max-min game [7] . One player attempts to optimize their objective over the network, such as the shortest path, the maximum flow or the minimum cost flow. The opposing player aims to alter the network to maximally impair the attacker's objective, for example by destroying arcs to maximize the attacker's shortest path.
Most of the standard interdiction problems proposed in the literature can be considered as a special case of Stackelberg games [8] , which involve a leader and a follower operating in turn with full knowledge of each other's actions. The terms of "attacker" and "defender" are more commonly used in the context of security and antiterrorism applications, where the attacker plays the role of a malicious intelligent adversary seeking to impede a defender. It is worth noting that the terms of attacker, follower, and intruder can be used interchangeably in this paper. Similarly, the terms of defender, leader, and interdictor can be used interchangeably as well.
Considering cases where interdiction resources are vital and expensive, such as drones for wildlife protection in developing countries or missile strike in military operations, optimization of resource allocation must be taken into account. When preplanning for extremely expensive interdiction resources, decision makers must accept a trade-off between cost and effectiveness. In practice, when maximizing the expected interdiction performance requires excessive resources, decision makers tend to reduce the adversary's network capacity to a specific threshold rather than demanding maximization. However, known frameworks can hardly address the cases where the goal of interdiction is restricted to a specified level. Therefore, we propose an alternative threshold model to balance the utility maximization and the resource consumption. By relaxing the maximization restraint to a specific goal threshold, we can greatly reduce the required resources while achieving a satisfying performance.
In an interdiction, the defender cannot guarantee that the interdiction action will be effective, which introduces uncertainty into the interdiction problems. For example, the deployed sensors can only discover the intruders with a certain probability. In this paper, we associate each defender's interdiction action with a probability of success and assume that this probability is known to both players. This assumption is reasonable because many parameters of the interdiction resources, such as sensors, are publicly available. In this way, the deterministic interdiction model is transformed into a stochastic model.
In this paper, we introduce the game theory framework and model the novel stochastic shortest-path network interdiction with the goal threshold problem as a Stackelberg leader-follower game, where the defender acts as leader and the attacker acts as follower. The defender acts first and allocates interdiction sources to the arcs or nodes on the network to prolong the expected attacker's shortest-path to a certain threshold, e.g., the allocation of sensors or checkpoints. The attacker can observe the defender's strategy and chooses the expected shortest path to traverse the network from the source to the destination.
The widely studied k-most-vital-arcs-problem can be seen as a simplified type of network interdiction problem. Khachiyan et al. [9] proved that the k-most-vital-arcs-problem is NP-hard and strengthened the NP-hardness results by deriving inapproximability bounds for two variants of the problem. Wood [10] proved that the shortest-path network interdiction problem is NP-complete even for the simplest special case. The Stochastic Shortest Path network Interdiction with goal Threshold (SSPIT) model incorporates threshold constraint and randomness based on Israeli and Wood's model [11] , which makes it even more difficult to solve. Thus, the new SSPIT model is at least NP-complete [12] . In our SSPIT model, the defender's strategy space grows exponentially with the number of resources available, whereas the attacker's strategy space grows exponentially with the size of the network [13] . Take a fully connected graph with 20 nodes and 190 edges as an example; the number of defender actions for deploy 10 unit interdiction resources is ( 190 10 ) ≈ 10 16 , while the number of possible attacker paths without any cycles is O(10 18 ). Real-world networks are significantly larger. For example, the entire Chicago sketch road network contains 933 nodes and 2950 arcs, and the defender's resources available are also many more.
Therefore, we introduced a decomposition approach based on Benders decomposition [14] and reformulated the SSPIT problem as a bi-level mixed-integer problem SSPIT-D to help solve the NP-hard SSPIT problem. The higher level is a resource allocation problem for the defender, while the lower level is a shortest-path problem to be solved by the attacker. To enhance the efficiency and scalability of the basic decomposition algorithm SSPIT-D, we designed (i) an efficient dual subgraph interdiction master problem and (ii) a better-response subproblem using a local-search procedure. The subgraph procedure based algorithm SSPIT-S and the better response based algorithm SSPIT-DL can extract more constraints in each iteration and reduce the number of iterations required. The combination of the two algorithms SSPIT-SL can further improve the scalability and robustness.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work. In Section 3, we illustrate our stochastic shortest-path network interdiction model and formulate the model using game theoretical methods. The algorithmic framework based on the decomposition approach and two improvement procedures are elaborated on in Section 4. Section 5 shows the computational empirical results and discussion. Finally, Section 6 provides the concluding remarks and suggestions for future work.
Related Work
The past decades have seen an accelerated development within network interdiction. Recently, network interdiction models have been widely applied to diverse areas involving competition, such as supply chain networks [15] , counter-terrorism operations [16] , facilities fortification [17] , nuclear-weapons project interdiction [18] , transportation networks [19] , and electrical grid analysis [3, 20] . The shortest-path network interdiction is a typical representative network interdiction problem [11] . The attacker attempts to traverse along the shortest path from the source to the destination, while the defender attempts to maximize the shortest path by interdicting some arcs or nodes with limited resource.
Shortest-path network interdiction problems can be naturally modeled as a bi-level optimization problem with opposing objective functions [21] , with reference to Equation (1) . The bi-level formulation takes full advantage of the special structural properties of network flows [22] and is inherently suitable for the Stackelberg game model with max-min conflict. Altner et al. [12] presented two polynomially separable valid inequalities for the network interdiction problem, and analyzed the integrality gaps and approximability of the bi-level mixed-integer program.
Shortest-path network interdiction problems can be extended for various application scenarios [23] . Wei et al. [24] introduced a threshold on the capacity of a network and proposed algorithms based on decomposition and duality formulation to optimize the interdictor's resource consumption. However, the algorithms cannot scale up to large networks and are sensitive to network parameters. In Fulkerson and Harding's model [25] , the length of interdicted arcs increased linearly with the resource allocated. In our paper, we assume a certain amount of increment that would be added on the interdicted arcs. Israeli and Wood [11] also considered the network interdiction problem with binary interdiction allocations, while in reality, the interdiction actions may fail due to the restricted capability of facilities and staff.
The above studies are limited to deterministic models. In this paper, we introduce the probability of success in deploying resources and build a new stochastic model. For an interdicted arc or node, the deployed resource has a certain probability to actually take effect, and only a successful interdiction could induce a penalty on the attacker. For example, the deployed sensors can only probabilistically detect attackers when they traverse the covered arcs. The SSPIT model proposed in this paper can be seen as a stochastic extension of shortest-path network interdiction with goal threshold.
Stochastic models deal with the uncertainty that arises in network interdiction problems. Network interdiction problems are further complicated in the presence of uncertainty. Cormican et al. [26] incorporated the uncertainty of interdiction actions into the maximum flow interdiction problem. In their stochastic model, the network data are known with certainty, while each interdiction action is successful only with some probability, which is similar to the stochastic case considered in our paper. Pan and Morton [27] considered the case where the evader's origin-destination pair is known to the interdictor only through a probability distribution. They use the L-shaped resource-directed decomposition method as the core solution technique and develop a class of step inequalities to tighten the mixed-integer master problem. In this paper, we introduce the artificial source and destination to convert the multiple sources and multiple destinations network to a single source and single destination network. Gutfraind et al. [28] proposed a Markov chain approach to model the stochastic interdiction behaviors, which achieves increased realism while remaining analytically penetrable. Stochastic models are more realistic to real-world scenarios and can invariably address the uncertainty in the network structure and evader behavior. Johnson et al. [29] further provided algorithms for optimal sensor placement in several classes of special graphs and approximation results for general graphs, assuming that the evaders are deterministic, Markov chain-based, reactive, and unreactive. Similar to our model, Bertsimas et al. [30] also introduced the randomized network interdiction problem, which allows the interdictor to use randomness to select arcs to be removed. They modeled the problem in both arc-based and path-based formulations.
The stochastic network interdiction problem directly leads to the robustness requirement. Decomposition algorithms are inherently sensitive to the parameters. In this paper, the proposed dual subgraph algorithm can significantly reduce the sensitivity of the algorithm to parameters. Many researchers study network flow problems in an uncertain environment from the viewpoint of robust optimization. Bertsimas et al. [31] introduced the robust and adaptive versions of the maximum flow problem and minimum cut problems in networks with node and arc failures, and established structural and computational results. The attacker may not be fully rational, and thus a deterministic strategy may lead to arbitrarily bad results. Hao et al. [32] studied the sensitivities of the optimal defender budget allocation and found that the allocation is sensitive to the percentage of nonstrategic attacker. Matuschke et al. [33] presented a new robust optimization model for the problem of maximizing the amount of flow surviving the attack of an interdictor, which can be used to model a large variety of network routing problems. Information asymmetries arise when the two opposing players have different perceptions of network parameters, such as the lengths of arcs. Bayrak and Bailey [34] examined shortest-path network interdiction under information asymmetries. The correct data values are known to the interdictor, while the evader only has estimates of these values. Computational results demonstrate improvements in the objective function values over the shortest-path network interdiction problem with symmetric information. Yates and Sanjeevi [35] modified the interdiction model to permit the allocation of static and dynamic sensors, and introduced a novel influence model for dynamic, network-patrolling sensors.
Multiobjective optimization problems are also an interesting domain for network interdiction. Our SSPIT model achieves a trade-off between resource consumption and interdiction effects by introducing threshold constraints, which can be seen as a simplified way of multiobjective optimization. Multiobjective Interdiction models aim to find all Pareto-optimal solutions in terms of the interdiction performance and the interdiction cost [36] . In addition, Ramirez-Marquez et al. [37] presented for the first time a multiobjective optimization algorithm for the multiobjective maximizing the shortest-path problem. They developed an evolutionary algorithm to approximate the optimal Pareto set of network strategies based on a Monte Carlo simulation. Xiao et al. [38] developed a subgraph sequence algorithm to identify the efficient frontier through a sequence of single-objective problems enumerating all possible budgets, and analyzed the saturation point of interdiction investment.
Network interdiction problems have been addressed in the field of game theory as well. Washburn and Wood [39] modeled the network interdiction problems as two-person zero-sum games where the defender attempts to detect the attacker by choosing optimal interdiction strategies on arcs. Game theory can extend the network interdiction model to more complicated settings and offers a principled way to achieve effective randomization. The solution concept of various equilibriums, such as the Nash equilibrium and strong Stackelberg equilibrium, can provide randomized mixed strategies to further increase the uncertainty the attacker faces. Our interdiction model is most similar to that of security games [40] , where the defender allocates security resources strategically to protect targets against the adversary. Jain et al. [41] presented a scalable optimal solution technique for network-based security domains based on a double-oracle frame. Jain et al. [13] used warm starts and greedy responses to further improve the efficiency of the double-oracle framework. The double oracle framework inspired us to adopt a better-response algorithm based on the local search procedure, so that we can further reduce the number of iterations required by the decomposition algorithm. Although the research in the field of security games has achieved considerable success, most studies in Stackelberg security game are still target-structured, which fails to portray the network-featured actions of both players. The scope of research on the network-structured security domains is still limited.
Since the shortest-path interdiction problem is NP-hard, intelligent heuristics algorithms can be introduced to approximate the solution with respect to the above exact algorithms. Rocco et al. [42] introduced an evolutionary optimization approach that can be readily applied to solve deterministic network interdiction problems. Janjarassuk and Nakrachata-Amon [43] proposed a simulated annealing algorithm to solve the stochastic network interdiction problem. Compared with the exact algorithms, approximate algorithms are easier to solve and suitable for assisting exact algorithms to accelerate convergence [44] .
Basic System Model

Problem Definition
The stochastic shortest-path network interdiction with goal threshold (SSPIT) problem can be molded as a Stackelberg leader-follower sequential game. The defender, as a leader, first uses available resources to interdict some subset of the network's arcs or nodes. The attacker, as a follower, can observe the defender's deployed strategy and then selects a shortest s-t path to traverse the network. The goal of the defender is to minimize resource consumption while forcing the attacker's shortest path to exceed a specific threshold. We assume the interdiction game is under prefect information, i.e., the network topology, attributes and the capacity of the deployed resource are known to both the attacker and the defender. The assumption is reasonable, because defenders are generally publicly available and the malicious attacker can conduct surveillance in various ways to obtain sufficient information. In addition, we also assume that the attacker is perfectly rational, i.e., with full knowledge of the defender's allocation strategy, the attacker acts with the best response.
To describe the new SSPIT problem formally, we adopted the notation introduced by Israeli and Wood [11] . See the complete notation in Table 1 . The SSPIT problem is defined on a directed graph G = (N, A), where N = {1, 2, ..., m} represents the vertex set and A = {(i, j)|i, j ∈ N} represents the arc set, either directed or undirected. We denote m = |N| and n = |A| as the number of nodes and arcs, respectively. The node set N includes a special source node s ∈ N and special termination nodes t ∈ N. Here, we assume that the source and termination nodes on the graph are unique. This assumption can be released to multiple sources and multiple destinations, as we will show later. Each arc k = (i, j) ∈ A is associated with a nominal length c k ≥ 0. Note that though the datum associated with arc (i, j) is the length of the arc c ij , in practice, the "length" is usually the time to traverse from i to j. We chose lengths for the convenience of computation as lengths are additive over a path. In cases of multiple arcs between two nodes i and j, all arcs other than the shortest can be discarded. Successful interdiction action increases the length of arc k to c k + d k , where d k > 0 is the interdiction increment. In our stochastic setting, d k can be a binary random variable; if an interdiction fails, d k takes a value of 0; if it succeeds, d k takes a higher increase length. The probability of interdiction success on arc k is 0 < p k ≤ 1. If the value of d k is sufficiently large, the interdicted arc is considered completely destroyed and impassable, which can be removed from G. r k ≥ 0 is the available resource or cost required to interdict arc k. FS(i) = {(i , j ) ∈ A|i = i}(RS(i) = {(j , i ) ∈ A|i = i}) represents the arc set directed out of (into) node i. Note that c k , d k , r k and p k are all non-negative scalar. 
Arc set directed out of (into) node
Resource required to interdict arc k p k Success probability of the interdiction action on arc k d > 0
Goal threshold of the shortest path d > 0
Upper bound with fully interdiction (x = 1)
Defender's resource allocation, x k = 1 if arc k is interdicted by the defender y k
Attacker's traveling arc, y k = 1 if arc k is traveled by the attacker
Attacker's best response
Expected length of defender path(leader)
Expected length of attacker path (follower)
We define x k as the interdiction variable, where x k = 1 when arc k is interdicted by the leader; otherwise, x k = 0. Similarly, we define y k as the response variable, where y k = 1 when the follower travels arc k; otherwise, y k = 0. Note that x k and y k are all binary variables.
The basic formulation of shortest-path network interdiction proposed by Israeli and Wood [11] is as follows:
where X = {x ∈ {0, 1} |N| |r T x ≤ R}, R is the total resource budget.
Utility and Equilibrium
In network interdiction games, the strategy of the attacker corresponds to feasible paths from source node s to termination node t, while the strategy of the defender corresponds to the allocations of resources to the arcs or nodes in the network.
The attacker intends to traverse from the source node s to the termination node t along the path with the expected shortest path. If arc k is interdicted by the defender, i.e., x k = 1, the expected length
considering the success probability p k . If arc k is not interdicted by the defender, i.e., x k = 0, the length remains c k . In combination with the attacker's traversing decision variable y k , the length of a feasible attacker traversing path, that is, the expected utility of the attacker is:
The attacker's decision variable y k is constrained by the network flow to form a s-t path. Thus, the optimal utility of the attacker (U * a ) is given in Equation (2):
By solving Equation (2), we obtain the attacker's best responseŷ(x). Given the attacker's best responseŷ(x), the defender can choose the interdiction arcs x to minimize the resource consumption while ensuring the shortest path exceeds the thresholdd. The defender's resource allocation problem is as follows:
Network-structured interdiction games are mostly zero-sum. In the zero-sum game, the sum of both players' payoffs is always zero for any strategy profile. In the zero-sum game, the Nash equilibrium, the maximin and the minimax all would give the same solution, which is a critical property for theoretical analysis and computational standpoints. Our SSPIT model is also a one shot two-player zero-sum game on the network where the attacker's action is the s-t path on the network, while the defender allocates limited resources to interdict a limited subset of the arcs or nodes.
The widely used solution concept for simultaneous-move and non-cooperative games is Nash equilibrium (NE), an outcome where no player has an incentive to deviate by playing a different strategy, as defined in Definition 1.
Definition 1. (Nash Equilibrium)
A pair of strategy x * , y * forms a Nash equilibrium, if and only if :
• The defender plays a best response:
• The attacker plays a best response:
Specifically, We define the Nash equilibrium of SSPIT problem in Definition 2 below.
Definition 2. (Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium)
A pair of strategy x * , y * forms a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium for the sequential SSPIT game, if and only if :
SSPIT is a Stackelberg leader-follower game. The defender chooses their strategy first, then the attacker chooses a strategy after observing the defender's strategy. In this manner, the standard solution concept is a Strong Stackelberg equilibrium (SSE) [45] . SSE is not worse than NE though, counterintuitively, as the leader can at least commit to the NE solution. Let y(x) : x → y denote the attacker's response function against defender's strategy x. We define the Strong Stackelberg Equilibrium as follows: Definition 3. (Strong Stackelberg Equilibrium) A pair of strategies x * ,ŷ(x * ) forms a strong Stackelberg Equilibrium if they satisfy the following:
1. The defender (leader) plays a best response:
The attacker (follower) plays a best response:
The attacker breaks ties in favor of the defender:
is the set of follower's best responses to x.
The maximin formulation naturally returns the SSE solution, and the SSE in our zero-sum model is equivalent to NE in terms of the leader's strategy. In a word, with the nature of zero-sum, the NE, the SSE, and the minimax solution coincide with each other; thus, the SSE can be obtained by the following minimax formulation:
Computing the NE solution for a large-scale network turns out to be an extreme challenge, due to the exponentially growing resource allocations for the defender and the feasible s-t paths for the attacker. Thus, we introduced a novel decomposition framework to obtain the minimax based solution with finite iterations.
Formulation
Based on the maximin formulation Equation (4) and integrating the threshold constraint, the basic SSPIT model is formulated as follows in Equation (5):
where min
Here, x and y denote the n-dimensional binary vectors with respective components x k and y k , ∀k = (i, j) ∈ A. The objective function Equation (5a) minimizes the resource consumption required. Equation (5b) ensures that the shortest path of the original network exceeds the thresholdd. The network flow balance constraint Equation (5c) ensures that y forms a valid s − t path. Equation (5d) depicts the defender's decision variable x k and the attacker's decision variable y k . Since the model is totally unimodular, the binary constraints can be replaced by
In fact, if each simple path between s and t in network G can be enumerated explicitly, another formulation of MIRGT can be constructed as follows:
where
A path is a sequence of arcs where the head of one arc is the same as the tail of the next. y ∈ {0, 1} |A| denotes the arc-path incidence vector corresponding to a s-t path P. y k = 1 implies that arc k is in the path P; otherwise, y k = 0. Y is the set of y which denotes the collection of arc-path incidence vectors corresponding to all simple s-t paths in G. For simplicity, we refer to y as a "path", Y as "a set of paths", and ∑ k∈P (c k + p k x k d k ) as the interdicted path length of arc path P. The validity of the SSPIT-Matrix lies in the fact that once the shortest path exceeds the threshold, all paths will exceed the threshold. Thus, when the network is small, the model can be solved efficiently with plenty of simple path enumerating algorithms. However, as the number of feasible paths in graphs grows exponentially with the number of nodes, it is impractical to generate all the feasible s-t paths for most real world networks, which makes solving the SSPIT-Matrix problem either inefficient or even impossible. Therefore, it is necessary to design new scalable algorithms to tackle large-scale networks.
Solution Methodology
The SSPIT model of Equation (5) is a bi-level optimization program with the leader's decision transparent to the follower. The higher level is the defender's resource allocation problem, while the lower level is the attacker's shortest s-t path problem. The basic formulation of Equation (5) has an exponentially large number of constraints. In this section, we first propose a Benders decomposition based constraint generation decomposition approach. Then, a dual subgraph interdiction procedure and a local-search procedure are introduced to further improve the efficiency and scalability of the algorithm. Figure 1 depicts the framework of the decomposition proposed and two novel enhanced procedures. The main iteration loop of the decomposition algorithm is shown in the dashed box, and the leftmost and the rightmost boxes correspond to the enhancement procedure of the master problem and the subproblem, respectively. 
Benders Decomposition Reformulation
Note that when x is fixed, the inner problem of SSPIT model 5 becomes a much easier optimization problem, i.e., given a fixed network interdiction condition, the problem is to find the expected shortest s-t path. Using projection, or partitioning, it is computationally efficient to solve in x-space rather than in xy-space. Thus, we introduced Benders decomposition to solve SSPIT.
Benders decomposition is an efficient way to solve large-scale optimization problems. The main idea of Benders decomposition is to separate the mixed decision variables into two-stage variables, which generates two relatively independent problems denoted as the Master problem and the subproblem, respectively. The two separated problems are much easier to solve alone or in combination. The Benders decomposition approach alternately solves the subproblem and the master problem and iteratively updates the master problem with the results of the subproblem until a convergence condition is satisfied. Based on Benders decomposition, the decomposition formulation of SSPIT is reformulated as a [Master(Ŷ)]-[Sub(x)] problem as follows in Equations (7)- (8):
are each fixed and known during their respective solutions. The decomposition algorithm seeks to solve [Master(Ŷ)]-[Sub(x)] by sequentially generating a fraction of the simple s-t paths within iterations. Letx denote a specific defender interdiction plan andŷ denote an optimal attacker response againstx. The setXŶ keeps track of the interdiction/response pair (x,ŷ) withX = {x | (x,ŷ) ∈XŶ} andŶ = {ŷ | (x,ŷ) ∈XŶ}.
The basic decomposition algorithm for SSPIT problems based on Benders decomposition denoted as SSPIT-D is proposed in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Basic Decomposition algorithm for SSPIT
Input: An instance of SSPIT Output: An optimal defender's interdiction plan x * 1:x ← 1, solve [Sub(x)] to obtain thed; 2: ifd ≤d then
repeat 5: solve [Sub(x)] to obtainŷ and dx; 6:XŶ ←XŶ ∪ (x,ŷ); 7: solve [Master(Ŷ)] forx and rŶ; 8: until dx ≥d 9: x * ←x, r * = rŶ. 10: else 11: The threshold cannot be reached, break; 12: end if 13 : return x * and r *
The main logic of Algorithm 1 is as follows. The value of the threshold needs to be checked before the algorithm starts. Let d (d) denote solution dx for [Sub(x)] whenx = 0 (x = 1), where d and d are the lengths of the shortest paths of G without and with full interdiction, respectively. Assume that the threshold value is between the upper and lower limits, i.e., d <d <d. Whend ≤d, unlike full interdiction, it is not necessary to interdict all simple paths in G to achieve the goal threshold. The subproblem can constantly add new paths to the master problem until the master cannot find any better interdiction strategy. Generally speaking, the iteration will end before all simple paths are enumerated, i.e., |Ŷ| < |Y|. In each iteration, we only need to solve the master problem [Master(Ŷ)], which has a much smaller number of constraints and is much easier to solve than [SSPIT-Matrix]. Whend >d, the threshold cannot be reached, we can only try to maximize the shortest path. It should be noted that in the worst case, there is a possibility that the iteration will end with |Ŷ| = |Y|.
We introduced a simple instance of SSPIT to illustrate the basic Benders decomposition algorithm in Figure 2 . After checking the threshold compared with the upper bound of interdicted shortest path, the subproblem [Sub(x)] first finds the attackers' shortest path s → 3 → 4 → t with length 18, as shown in Figure 2a ; then, the master problem [Master(Ŷ)] returns an interdiction strategŷ x 1 to interdict arcs (s, 3) , (3, 4) , (4, t) using 3 resources to guarantee the shortest-path threshold restriction, as shown by the dotted line in Figure 2b . In the next iteration, the [Sub(x)] finds a new best response shortest path s → 1 → 2 → t with length 20 to the current interdiction strategyx 1 as shown in Figure 2c ; then, the [Master(Ŷ)] returns a new interdiction strategyx 2 , which interdicts arcs (s, 1), (1, 2), (s, 3) , (3, 4) , (4, t) using 5 resources, as shown in Figure 2d . In this case, the attacker's expected shortest path of the interdicted network is 22.8. which satisfies the threshold constraint. Thus, the optimal interdiction strategy for the defender is to allocate 5 resources to interdict arcs (s, 1), (1, 2), (s, 3) , (3, 4) , (4, t) , while the attacker's best response travelling path is s → 3 → 4 → t with expected shortest length 22.8. The decomposition algorithm can be regarded as a row generation algorithm in which one iteratively adds only those constraints which are violated by the current solution. The attacker strategy space is a capacity-constrained network path; hence, the attacker's strategy space is a convex hull represented by network flow constraints. The subproblem [Sub(x] solves an extreme point of the attacker's strategy space, which returns an s-t path in this case. Proof. Let Y denote the collection of all simple arc s-t paths in G whose lengths are shorter thand. By solving [Sub(x)], the algorithm can find a new pathŷ :ŷ ∈ Y,ŷ / ∈Ŷ with the shortest interdicted length against the current interdiction planx. If it fails, i.e.,ŷ ∈Ŷ, then the length of pathŷ under current interdiction planx is not less than the thresholdd, which is guaranteed by constraints in [Master(Ŷ)]. Meanwhile, theŷ is also the shortest path under the currentx, which is guaranteed by the [Sub(x)]. Therefore, there are no other s-t arc paths whose expected path length does not meet the threshold constraint. The interdiction goal threshold is achieved and the algorithm terminates.
The master problem [Master(Ŷ)] can ensure that all path lengths in currentŶ exceed the threshold under currentx, which is obviously guaranteed by the threshold constraints Equation (7b).
Usually, some arcs may be shared between simple paths in the graph, and thus, the current interdiction strategyx may also cause some other pathsý (ý ∈ Y,ý ∈Ŷ) to meet the threshold constraint after interdiction.
As a result, in each iteration, at least one new arc pathŷ :ŷ ∈ Y,ŷ / ∈Ŷ will be added to the master problem. For a graph G, the number of simple s-t paths is finite, denoted as |Y |. Hence, the iteration will end in less than |Y | rounds.
The basic decomposition algorithm performs poorly, and is especially sensitive to parameters. Generally, there are two ways to improve the performance: Reducing the number of iterations and improving the efficiency of solving problems in a single iteration. Solving the master problem of Equation (7) at each iteration requires much more computational effort than solving the subproblem of Equation (8), as the latter can be seen as a shortest-path problem. Therefore, we can improve the scalability and robustness of the basic decomposition algorithm using the following two ways:
1. Improve the efficiency of solving the master problem to reduce the time of each iteration; 2. Reduce the number of iterations required for convergence to reduce calls to the master problem.
Speed up the Mater Problem
Inspired by the double oracle framework in security games, which starts with a small restricted version of the original game and iteratively adds the best-response oracle to the current solution, we proposed a subgraph-based algorithm to reduce the number of iterations and improve the performance of the master problem. As shown in the illustrated instance of Figure 2 , node 5 is irrelevant in the iterated decomposition solution process. The smaller scale network G , where node 5 and its associated arcs are removed as shown in Figure 2d , has the same interdiction properties as the original network. 
Optimal Interdiction Subgraph
The interdiction subgraph is the subgraph induced by a edge incidence interdiction vector y ∈Ŷ, and given the optimal interdiction strategy y * ∈Ŷ, we can define the Optimal interdiction subgraph as follows:
Definition 5. (Optimal interdiction subgraph) For a given graph G = (N, A) , let y * ∈Ŷ be the optimal interdiction strategy, and A * = {(i, j)|k = (i, j) ∈ A, y * k = 1}. The subgraph G * induced by A * is the Optimal interdiction subgraph of G.
To further illustrate these definitions above, see the simple instance introduced in Figure 2 . The [Sub(x)] first finds the attacker's shortest-path response s → 3 → 4 → t (Figure 2a) , and there is A = {(s, 3) , (3, 4) , (4, t)}, which can induce a interdiction subgraph G shown by the dark nodes in Figure 2b . In this case, the master problem [Master(Ŷ)] returns an interdiction strategyx 1 to interdict arcs (s, 3) , (3, 4), (4, t) . Then, the [Sub(x)] finds a new best response shortest path s → 1 → 2 → t , we have the new arcs set A = {(s, 3) , (3, 4), (4, t), (s, 1), (1, 2) , (2, t)}, and a new interdiction subgraph is induced by the updated A , which is shown by the dark nodes in Figure 2d . Hence, the optimal interdiction subgraph induced by A = {(s, 3), (3, 4), (4, t), (s, 1), (1, 2) , (2, t)} has the same interdiction properties as the original network but is easier to solve.
The intuition for the correctness of our subgraph decomposition algorithm is as follows. Once the algorithm converges, the current solution must be an equilibrium of the game, as each player's strategy is the best response to the other's current strategy (See Definition 1). In fact, the subproblem searches through all possible strategies and cannot find any better strategies. Furthermore, the algorithm must converge, because at worst, the subgraph will be exactly equal to the original, which is consistent with the basic decomposition model. Proof. Denote P and P as the shortest path length after interdiction in G and G , respectively. As G ∈ G, it is obvious that P ≥ P. According to the definition of optimal interdiction subgraph (Definition 5), the shortest path of G that satisfies the threshold constraint must be in G , then P = P; if not, P > P, which is a contradiction.
As a rule of thumb, the parts involved in the shortest or near-shortest path are usually limited, i.e., the size of G is usually much smaller than the size of original G. Hence, according to Theorem 2, we can obtain the upper bound through interdiction subgraph G'. Once we get the optimal interdiction subgraph, we get the optimal solution. In a word, we perform the master problem on the subgraphs which are iteratively generated instead of on the original network, until the interdiction subgraph is optimal.
Dual Reformulation
Note that if we fixed x ∈ X, the inner optimization problem of Equations (5b)-(5d) is simply the follower's shortest-path problem with goal threshold, which is formulated as a minimum-cost flow model with one unit flow flowing from the source node s to the sink node t. Arc k = (i, j) has the length c ij if not interdicted (x ij = 0), and c ij + d ij if successfully interdicted (x ij = 1). Such a special max-min and shortest-path structure of the shortest-path interdiction problem inspired us with a stochastic dual formulation by:
1. fix x ∈ X; 2. take the dual of inner program Equations (5b)-(5d); 3. release x.
Denoting π i (i ∈ N) as the dual variables associated with the network flow-balance constraint Equation (5c) of SSPIT, we have the following MIP in Equation (9):
The dual decision variable π i denotes the length of the shortest path from source node s to target node i when π s = 0. The decision variable x determines whether interdiction is conducted on arc k with a success probability p. The objective function of Equation (9a) is still to minimize the defender's resource consumption. The threshold constraint is added in constraint Equation (9b) using the dual variable π i . Constraint Equation (9c) coupled with the original Equation (5b) captures Bellman's equations for the shortest-path problem:
The dual model of Equation (9) can be solved directly using classic branch and bound approaches for MIP, which is potentially the simplest way to solve SSPIT model Equation (5) . However, the LP relaxation of the dual model can be weak, especially when the values of interdiction increment parameters d k become quite large relative to the nominal arc lengths c k . For the case of complete interdiction, where the interdiction actions can completely remove an arc from the network, the dual model of Equation (9) performs poorly. More valid inequalities should be introduced to tighten the LP relaxation.
Pan and Morton [27] reported that the decomposition-based algorithm outperforms direct application of an MIP dual solver to a variant of the stochastic model. This contrasts with the situation in the deterministic setting because of the stochastic nature of the problem.
The matrix form of Equation (9) can be represented as follows in Equation (11): When the size of the network is relatively small, it is more computationally efficient to solve the dual form. Thus, integrating the dual form into the master problem based on the subgraph will be a potential way to effectively improve the efficiency and scalability of the basic decomposition algorithm. The mathematical representation of the proposed interdiction subgraph-based decomposition algorithm is shown below:
where G (Ŷ) denotes the interdiction subgraph induced by the arc set A = {(i, j)|k = (i, j) ∈ A, y k = 1, y k ∈Ŷ}. (12)- (13)), the subgraph decomposition algorithm for SSPIT problems based on interdiction subgraph denoted as SSPIT-S is proposed in Algorithm 2.
Referring to the formula [DualMasterĜ ]-[Sub(x)] (Equations
Algorithm 2 Subgraph Decomposition algorithm for SSPIT
Input: An instance of SSPIT Output: An optimal defender's interdiction plan x * 1:x ← 1, solve [Sub(x)] to obtain thed; 2: ifd ≤d then 3:XŶ ← ∅, G ← ∅,x ← 0; 4: repeat 5: solve [Sub(x)] to obtainŷ and dx; 6:Ŷ ←Ŷ {ŷ} 7: G ← G Ŷ (the subgraph inducing procedure) 8:X ←X ∪ {x}; 9: solve [DualMaster(Ĝ )] forx and r G (Ŷ) ; 10: until dx ≥d 11: x * ←x, r * = rŶ. 12: else 13: The threshold cannot be reached, break; 14: end if 15 : return x * and r * .
Theorem 3. Algorithm SSPIT-S correctly solves SSPIT, and the number of iterations does not exceed algorithm SSPIT-D.
Proof. With the iteration of the algorithm, once the optimal threshold shortest path in G is included in G , it can be known from Theorem 2 that the solution of [DualMaster(Ĝ )] is equivalent to the solution of the original problem SSPIT. The [Sub(x)] is inherently consistent with the original SSPIT. Then, there is dx ≥d ). If not, i.e., dx <d, then the iteration continues and a new threshold shortest path is added to the subgraph G until it contains the optimal path. Therefore, the algorithm SSPIT-S can obtain the optimal solution of SSPIT.
Denote I D and I S as the number of iterations required for convergence of algorithms SSPIT-D and SSPIT-S, respectively. Each time the two algorithms arrive at the step of solving [Sub(x)], the attacker reacts with a new best responseŷ against the current defender's interdiction strategyx. In SSPIT-D, the new arc pathŷ is directly added into path setŶ for the master problem. However, in SSPIT-S, the pathŷ is used to updateŶ and induce an interdiction subgraph; the master problem [DualMaster(Ĝ )] calculates the interdiction strategy on the subgraph G instead of tightly restrictedŶ. LetÂ and A be the arc set ofŶ and G , respectively, and similarly letP and P be the set of all simple s-t path inŶ and G , respectively. For subgraph G , induced byŶ, according to Definition 4, there isÂ ⊆ A , and thus, P ⊆ P . Consequently, in one iteration, the algorithm SSPIT-S can interdict more possible simple paths than algorithm SSPIT-D, which could potentially reduce the number of iterations required as the total number of interdicted paths is constant, and thus, I S ≤ I D , i.e., the number of iterations of SSPIT-S is less than or equal to SSPIT-D.
In practice, the subgraph-based algorithm SSPIT-S can significantly reduce the iterations required for convergence. Given the setŶ and the current shortest path, there may be some shorter arcs in hatY, which could be combined with the previous path to form a new alternate shortest path with high probability. Since the master problem of SSPIT-S is performed on the subgraph, algorithm SSPIT-S can avoid unnecessary iterations used to generate these shortest paths. In addition, the interdiction subgraph is typically smaller in size than the original, which makes the problem much easier to solve.
The subgraph-inducing procedure extracts columns and rows from the adjacency matrix of G(N, A) and, at worst, the subgraph G (N , A ) is the original graph G (N, A) . Therefore, the complexity of the subgraph-inducing procedure is O(m 2 ), where m = |N| is the number of nodes in G. In practice, as the number of nodes in subgraph G is usually limited relative to the original graph G, the procedure is acceptable.
Speed up the Subproblem
In the basic decomposition Algorithm 1, the subproblem produces one single optimal response pair (x,ŷ) in each iteration. Intuitively, if the subproblem [Sub(x)] could provide multiple optimal or suboptimal shortest paths in one iteration, it will help to reduce the number of iterations required for convergence. We adopted a better-response subproblem using the local-search procedure to enumerate all the shortest s-t paths and even other suboptimal shortest paths when solving the [Sub(x)] problem (Equation (8)) for a givenx; then, we added the resulting multiple pairs (x,ŷ ) into the [Master(Ŷ)] problem, whereŷ denotes an optimal or suboptimal response tox. When the better-response subproblem fails to generate new paths, the original subproblem is invoked. (N, A) , the standard shortest-path tree T (which contains all the shortest paths from source node s to any other nodes) can be built using classic algorithms. Denote P(t) = {s, i 1 , ..., i n , t} as the shortest s-t path; and similarly denote P(j) as the shortest s − j path. Then, ∀i m ∈ {i 1 , ..., i n }, (j, i m ) ∈ A, j / ∈ P(t), there are such additional paths P (t) = {P(j), i m , i m+1 , ..., i n , t} whose path length also does not exceeded the threshold. The additional paths can be represented inŷ k form with the corresponding pair (x,ŷ ) givenx. The process to generate all these extra pathsŷ k is defined as the local-search procedure.
Definition 6. (Local-Search) Given G
For the local-search(x, T) procedure, we built the shortest path tree T using the Dijkstra algorithm. It is well known that generating the shortest path tree from s to all other nodes in G is not much more complicated than searching for a single shortest s-t path. The local search iteratively searches for a neighbor path P . Here, we say that path P is a neighbor path within distance l of path P if P can be obtained by replacing a v − v subpath of P with another v − v path of length no longer than l, l can be obtained from the difference between the current shortest path and the threshold, e.g., l = |d − dx|. Each pair (x,ŷ ) returning from from local search(x, T) is introduced toXŶ, which yields one more subpath to be included in the master problem.
Denote P L as the path set generated by the procedure of local search(x, T) for subgraph G . According to Definition 6, P ⊆ P L ⊆ P is established, which ensures that the local-search procedure does not compromise the validity of SSPIT algorithms above. Hence, the procedure can be used to further reduce iterations. We denoted the local-search enhanced algorithms as SSPIT-DL and SSPIT-SL for SSPIT-D and SSPIT-S, respectively.
The improved subgraph decomposition algorithm based on the local-search algorithm (SSPIT-SL) is detailed in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3
Improved subgraph decomposition algorithm based on local-search.
repeat 5: solve [Sub(x)] for the shortest-path tree T and dx; 6: {ŷ } =Local-Search(x, T); 7:Ŷ ←Ŷ {ŷ,ŷ }
8:
G ← G Ŷ (the subgraph inducing procedure) 9:X ←X ∪ {x}; 10: solve [DualMaster(Ĝ )] forx and r G (Ŷ) ; 11: until dx ≥d 12: x * ←x, r * = rŶ 13: else 14: The threshold cannot be reached, break; 15: end if 16 : return x * and r * It is worth noting that on one hand, the better-response procedure can add more paths to be interdicted, while on the other hand, the adopted shortest-path tree generation algorithm would also affect the efficiency of the enhanced algorithms, especially when the network scale is huge.
Variants for SSPIT Problem
In this section, we introduce some variants for interdiction problems and show how to convert them into basic SSPIT models.
SSPIT with Multiple Sources and Multiple Destinations
The models discussed in the previous section only consider the case of two designated vertices, i.e.. the single source node s and the single destinations node t. When the source-destinations pair is not specified, the defender is unaware of which source and destinations the attacker will choose. The attacker's path-selection manner is usually assumed to follow a probability distribution. Hence, the attacker can take a random walk from source to destinations. In this paper, we consider the worst case for path selection and leave the robustness study for a random manner to the future.
The multiple sources and multiple destinations network can be easily converted to a single source and single destination network by introducing an artificial source and destination. The artificial source node s is connected to each of the original sources, and the artificial destination node t is connected to each of the original destinations. The length of the newly added artificial arcs is 0. None of these artificial arcs connected to the s and t may be interdicted. All of the original sources and destinations could be viewed as intermediate nodes, and the new converted network has a single source s and a single destination t . Figure 3 illustrates the above conversion process with a simple instance. 
Nodal Interdiction for SSPIT
The SSPIT models discussed above focus primarily on arcs or edges, while the nodes or vertices should ALSO be included as candidates for resource allocation. Traditionally, a node-splitting technique is introduced which replaces each candidate target node i in the original network with two artificial nodes, i and i , and a link from i to i . The interdiction on candidate node i can be interpreted as interdiction on artificial arc (i , i ). Figure 4 shows a sample of the node-splitting transformation. Unfortunately, the node-splitting approach is not proper for larger-size networks. In the worst case of node-only interdiction, the approach would double the number of nodes and add m arcs to the original network. Here, we introduce a conversion constraint Equation (14) to convert the arcs interdiction to node interdiction for node-only interdiction and node-arc-mixed interdiction:
The additional constraint Equation (14) states that the outgoing arcs of a node are interdicted if and only if the node itself is interdicted. In other words, if node i is interdicted, all outgoing arcs incident to i are also interdicted. Here, we abandon the incoming constraint. as it is redundant.
Computational Experiments
We experimentally evaluated the performance of our methodologies proposed both on simulated networks as well as on real-world road networks.
We first identified the four algorithms that needed to be tested and analyzed the effectiveness of the two enhanced components in algorithm runtime and number of iterations. Secondly, we adopted three types of simulated networks with different topologies to verify the scalability of the proposed algorithms. The network topology greatly affects the efficiency of the decomposition algorithms, especially the extraction of subgraphs and the efficiency of local search. These different types of networks also indicate the potential applications of our models in other areas, such as social networks. Since the grid network is more similar to the road network and the influence of parameters is more obvious, we then continued to evaluate the parameter sensitivity and robustness of the enhancement algorithms on the grid network. Finally, we adopted two real-world road networks to further verify that our improved decomposition algorithm is scalable enough to be applied to the real world.
Test Problems and Environment
The test problems of artificially generated graphs are:
The Erdös-Rényi model ER(N, p) [46] generates a random graph given node set N and the fixed connection probability p between any nodes. Obviously, the number of edges of the generated graph is not fixed.
Small-world Network:
The Kleinberg model K(n, p, q, α) [47] generates a adjacency matrix of a range dependent graph, where n is the number of nodes in the lattice; p is the maximum distance of short-range connection; q is the number of random connections to add per node; and α is the clustering exponent.
Regular Grid Network:
The regular grid network model R(m, n, p) generates simulated m × n grid networks with m rows and n columns, respectively. Each node at grid position (r, c) has a probability p to connect to neighbor nodes at grid positions (r − 1, c − 1), (r − 1, c), (r − 1, c + 1), (r, c − 1), (r, c + 1), (r + 1, c − 1), (r + 1, c), and (r + 1, c + 1) if a node exists at that particular position. Nodes (1, 1) and (m, n) are set as the source and destination nodes, respectively.
The integer normal length c k , the interdiction increment d k , and the resource consumption r k are assumed to be uniformly distributed on [1, c] , [1, d] , and [1, r] , respectively. The interdiction probability p is inversely linearly proportional to the node degrees as the increase in the attacker's choice of arcs will reduce the probability that the defender detects him. In each test, we created 10 instances with different values of c, d, and r parameters randomly.
The real-world test data [48] come from:
1. The Chicago Sketch Road Network, which contains 933 nodes and 2950 arcs as shown in Figure 5a . 2. The Oldenburg Road Network, which contains 6105 nodes and 14,058 arcs, as shown in Figure 5b .
The real-world tested networks are assumed to be undirected. The length of arc c k is an approximate integer of the real road distance, while the resource consumption r k is linearly proportional to the node degrees.
The algorithms presented above are coded using the MATLAB toolbox YALMIP [49] and the COMPLEX 12.6 callable library. The tests were executed on a Windows 7 computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770M CPU @ 3.40 Ghz with 8 GB RAM. 
Analysis of Components of SSPIT
In this section, we evaluate the performance boost provided by the subgraph procedure and local-search procedure. Specifically, we evaluated the use of the subgraph and better-response procedure independently as well as in conjunction. These results are shown in Figure 6 . We used random grid networks since they mimic the connectivity properties of urban road networks more. Additionally, SSPIT-D was established as the baseline; SSPIT-DL was enhanced by the better-response procedure using local search without the subgraph procedure; SSPIT-S was enhanced by the subgraph procedure using local search without the better-response procedure; and SSPIT-SL combined the two enhancements. All data points were averaged over 20 samples on a random regular grid network R(15, 15, 0.9) with c = 10, d = 5, r = 5 and a fixed p = 0.9. The box plots in Figure 6a ,b detail the runtime and iteration performance of the four decomposition algorithms. The x-axis shows the different methodologies for the decomposition algorithm, and the y-axis shows the runtime in seconds in Figure 6a and the number of iterations in Figure 6b . Figure 6c compares the four decomposition algorithms from the runtime and the number of iterations. The first set of data for Figure 6c compares the average runtime of the four algorithms. Here, the baseline SSPIT-D took 48.3 seconds; SSPIT-DL decreased the runtime to 21.5, while SSPIT-S decreased the runtime to 21.8. The combination of two enhancements SSPIT-SL further reduced runtime to 9.2. Similarly, the second set of data for Figure 6c compares the average number of iterations. Here, the baseline SSPIT-D took 35 iterations; SSPIT-D decreased the iterations to 27, while SSPIT-S decreased the iterations to 14. SSPIT-SL had the smallest number of iterations of 10. These results show that both the subgraph procedure and the better-response procedure can effectively reduce the runtime and number of iterations. For both procedures, the subgraph procedure is more effective at reducing the number of iterations, while the better-response procedure's data variance is significantly larger, which implies that SSPIT-DL is more unstable. The combination of the two provides a boost in performance, which makes SSPIT-SL even more effective.
Scalability in Simulation
This section evaluates the performance of the four proposed algorithms as the network types and attributions are varied. These results are averaged over 10 samples.
The two enhanced procedures proposed are closely related to the topology of the network. To illustrate the impact, we selected three representative types of networks (i.e., random network, small world network, and grid network) and investigated the performance of different algorithms for the SSPIT problem as the network type varies. Figure 7a ,b presents the results of ER random networks of different sizes varying the number of nodes with arc connection probability of 0.5 (Random ER network: ER(N, 0.5), c = 10, d = 10, r = 5, p = 0.8, N is the number of nodes). These results show that all four decomposition algorithms performed well in scalability for the ER network. As the size of the ER network expands, the three enhanced algorithms gradually outperform the basic SSPIT-D algorithm, in which the performance of SSPIT-S is better. In terms of iterations, the average number of iteration of the two algorithms related to the better-response procedure, i.e., SSPIT-DL and SSPIT-SL, is higher than those of the remaining two, which implies that the better-response procedure is not suitable for the ER network model. Thus, the experiment result shows that the subgraph procedure enhanced algorithm SSPIT-S provides the most improvement. N, 1, 1, 2) , c = 10, d = 10, r = 5, p = 0.8, N is the number of nodes). The Kleinberg model is a variant of the well-known two-dimensional Newman and Watts's NW small world; hence, we introduced it to illustrate the potential applications of the proposed algorithms on social networks. The probability that two nodes have a long hop connection is determined by the Manhattan distance between them. All nodes are spatially evenly distributed. We generated random Kleinberg networks with different sizes with network attributes of p = 1, q = 1, α = 2.
Basically, all the algorithms performed well on the Kleinberg small-world networks. As the size of the Kleinberg network grows, the runtime of SSPIT-DL and SSPIT-SL enhanced by the better-response procedure increases significantly, while the runtime of the basic algorithm SSPIT-D and subgraph-enhanced algorithm SSPIT-S without better response remains at a lower level. As we mentioned earlier, the adopted shortest-path tree generation algorithm would affect the efficiency, especially when the network scale is huge. In Kleinberg networks, long-range arcs are dominated in long distances. The destination node can be reached by several hop arcs starting from the source node in a high probability, which makes the crucial arcs relatively fixed, thereby reducing the runtime and iterations substantially. The large clustering coefficient and shorter average distance features of small-world networks are beneficial to the solution of the decomposition-based algorithm. Overall, the four algorithms can be solved in several iterations, with a slightly larger number of SSPIT-DL and SSPIT-SL. In addition, the existence of long-rang arcs makes the extraction of the subgraph more straightforward, and the number of arcs associated with interdiction in the entire network is limited. In general, the basic decomposition algorithm SSPIT-D and the subgraph procedure enhanced algorithm SSPIT-S provide the most improvement. Table 2 presents the results of regular grid networks of different sizes m × n. The results showed that SSPIT-SL is the fastest among the four decomposition algorithms. When the network size grows, algorithms SSPIT-S and SSPIT-SL are much faster than the SSPIT-D and SSPIT-DL by a wide margin.
Compared with the basic decomposition algorithm SSPIT-D, the other three algorithms have a smaller number of iterations in average, which is consistent with the theoretical analysis above. As shown in Section 5.2, both the better-response procedure and subgraph procedure can actually reduce the iterations required for convergence. The algorithm SSPIT-SL combines the two improved procedures to further reduce the iterations and improve the efficiency and scalability of the algorithm. m × n represents regular grid network with m rows and n columns. N, the number of nodes; A, average number of arcs over 10 instances; T, average runtime for 10 instances in CPU seconds; S, the standard deviation of T; I, average number of iterations of the decomposition algorithms. Nos. in parentheses are the number of problems solvable out of 10 instances under 3600 CPU seconds. "-" indicates "not applicable", i.e., at least one of the 10 instances could not be solved in the allotted time. All calculated data in the table are rounded.
Sensitivity Analysis of Parameters on Algorithms
This section evaluates the performance of the four decomposition algorithms as the value of parameters is varied. As mentioned above, different values of parameters affect the performance of the decomposition algorithms. These tests are conducted on a regular grid network R(10, 10, 0.9) for convenience. SSPIT-SL is statistically significantly (p < 0.05) faster than the basic SSPIT-D for large values.
Vary Interdiction Increment d k
We first investigated the performance of four decomposition algorithms as the interdiction increments of d k varied. We fixed the other attributes and varied the value of d k . d k = 5 is established as a baseline, and for each of the other values of d k , we took the same threshold of the baseline and the mean of its own upper and lower bounds and calculated the algorithms' runtime and number of iterations in the two cases, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 8 .
For a fixed thresholdd = 87, as the value of d k increases, the runtime of the case of U(5 − 10) reaches the peak. According to Figure 8a ,b, SSPIT-D and SSPIT-S are more susceptible to the value of d k in the case of a small threshold. This indicates that the better-response algorithm based on a local-search procedure is more robust against the interdiction increment d k . In the case wherẽ
2 , the enhanced three algorithms still outperform the basic algorithm SSPIT-D. As the value of d k increases, SSPIT-DL and SSPIT-SL are more robust. Hence, the better = response procedure can effectively deal with large interdiction increments, and together with the subgraph procedure, it can further improve the robustness of the decomposition algorithms. 
Vary Interdiction Goal Threshold
Using the same 10 × 10 grid network described above, we also tested the four decomposition based algorithms under different goal thresholds. Figure 9 presents the results when varying the value of threshold. Figure 9a ,b depict the trends in the runtime and number of iterations as the threshold increases, respectively.
As shown in Figure 9 , the basic algorithm SSPIT-D is quite sensitive to the threshold. As the value of the threshold increases, the runtime increases sharply and the number of iterations fluctuates drastically. The algorithm SSPIT-DL, which is enhanced by the better-response procedure, is less affected by the threshold. SSPIT-S and SSPIT-SL are more robust to different threshold values. Before the median of threshold 90, the running time of algorithms increased slightly. Subsequently, the runtime of SSPIT-D and SSPIT-DL climbed significantly, whereas the runtime of SSPIT-S and SSPIT-SL still maintained a gradual growth rate. All four algorithms reached a peak in the number of iterations near the median and the upper threshold. Increasing the threshold allowed more combinations of arcs to be interdicted, which leads to more feasible solutions for the master problem. After reaching a certain level, the crucial arcs are selected, and interdicting these arcs also ensures the satisfaction of the subsequent threshold. Meanwhile, when the threshold is approaching its upper bound, more arcs need to be considered. The subgraph procedure can efficiently extract subgraphs containing these crucial arcs that are closely related to interdiction, thereby reducing the number of iterations and speeding up the solution. In summary, the subgraph procedure can significantly reduce the sensitivity of decomposition algorithms to the threshold. Combined with the better-response procedure, the solving ability and robustness of the decomposition approach are further improved.
Vary Probability of Successful Interdiction p k
We now present the results when varying the value of success interdiction probability p k in Table 3 using the same 10 × 10 grid network above. ∝ r k indicates that p k is proportional to r k , which simulates a real-world scenario by deploying more resources to achieve a higher interdiction success rate.
It can be concluded from Table 3 that the decomposition approach is more robust in terms of p k than the interdiction increment d k and the goal threshold. We observed a similar performance trend: the SSPIT-D and SSPIT-DL are much similar, while the SSPIT-S and SSPIT-SL are much similar. Still, SSPIT-SL outperforms the other three, which further indicates the effectiveness of the two procedures in enhancing the robustness of the decomposition approach.
Test on Real Data
We also tested the efficiency and scalability of the decomposition approach on real-world urban road network data. The interdiction increment d k is set to c k multiplied by a certain factor. The interdiction resource for each arc is set as the starting node's degree. The source and destination nodes are marked in Figure 5 .
We first used the Chicago sketch road network as shown in Figure 5a for its similarity with the grid network. The results are shown in Table 4 . It can be observed that the density of real networks is smaller than that of the regular grid network. Hence, the basic SSPIT-D algorithm is much easier to solve on real networks. As we mentioned above, the better-response procedure which uses a local-search procedure becomes time-consuming as the number of nodes N grows. Recall that the complexity of the better-response procedure is O (N 3 ) . However, the subgraph-enhanced algorithm SSPIT-S performs better than the other three, which significantly improves the efficiency of the decomposition approach, especially for the case of large increments. Table 4 . Computational results on the Chicago Sketch Road Network.
Test Conditions SSPIT-D SSPIT-DL SSPIT-S SSPIT-SL
threshold increase. Though the basic decomposition algorithm SSPIT-D shows acceptable performance, the subgraph procedure enhanced algorithm SSPIT-S can further improve the scalability and efficiency. For example, it took SSPIT-S only about 37 seconds to find the optimal solution to force the attacker's shortest path to exceed 7000 using the fewest resources. Thus, we can draw a conclusion that SSPIT-S is now scalable enough to be applied and used in the real world.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we defined a novel variant of the shortest-path network interdiction problem, SSPIT, which takes into account the uncertainty of the interdiction action and the goal threshold constraint. An attacker attempts to traverse the network from the source node s to the destination node t along the shortest path, while the defender attempts to force the attacker's shortest path to exceed a given threshold by interdicting some of the arcs or nodes. The interdiction action itself has a certain chance of success p. The goal threshold constraint is introduced as a common trade-off between utility maximization and resource consumption. By incorporating the probabilistic interdiction likelihood and threshold constraint into network interdiction, we presented a novel model named stochastic shortest-path Interdiction with goal threshold and presented SSPIT-D, a basic decomposition framework based on Benders decomposition to tackle the NP-hard SSPIT problem. However, the basic decomposition algorithm performs poorly and is especially sensitive to parameters. Inspired by the double oracle framework in security games, we further improved efficiency and scalability in two ways. First, the interdiction subgraph was induced by the set of response paths generated by the subproblem until the optimal interdiction subgraph was included. Duality also played a key role in reformulating a nested max-min or min-max model as a non-nested MIP. Thus, we designed an efficient dual subgraph interdiction procedure to help to solve master problems. Second, a better-response algorithm using a local-search procedure was proposed. The better response can extract more constraints from the subproblem. When the better response fails to return feasible paths, the original best-response subproblem is invoked, which guarantees each iteration adds as many feasible paths as possible to the master problem. Numerical experiments showed that the dual subgraph and better-response procedure can significantly improve the efficiency and scalability of the decomposition algorithm. In addition, the basic decomposition algorithm SSPIT-D is sensitive to the attributes and sizes of networks. The two procedures can significantly improve the robustness of the decomposition approach. Furthermore, we verified the scalability of our proposed algorithms on much larger real-world road networks. The algorithm SSPIT-S can provide solutions for large real-world transportation networks providing orders-of magnitude speedups. The scalability of our decomposition approach now makes it feasible for it to be used in real-world networked domains.
It is noteworthy that the SSPIT model is arguably appropriately conservative, i.e., it optimizes for the worst case. In fact, the defender may be unsure how the attacker will behave. Depending on the attacker's behavior model and the defender's goal, more different interdiction models can be built. Algorithms like the regret-minimization method can be introduced to provide a more robust solution for the shortest-path network interdiction games. We also hope to extend our research to a random strategy where the defender can further expand their leadership advantage by adopting a mixed strategy. For another major category of network interdiction problems, the network flow interdiction game, the number of feasible flows is infinite. This is significantly different from the shortest-path interdiction game in this paper. New theories are needed to prove the convergence of the decomposition problem. We believe that the computational game theory can provide useful enlightenment, which is a promising perspective to solve such Stackelberg games.
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